
Audi

ENGINEERING ENTERTAINMENT EXCELLENCE

BACKSEAT DRIVERS
Known across the world for their engineering 
prowess, German company Audi produces premium 

automobiles, along with a range of accessories that 

individualize and differentiate their vehicles. Part of their 

accessories division, Audi Entertainment mobile – now in 

FAST-MOVING DESIGN
Smart device technology is a fast-moving and competitive 

field. Audi teamed up with jovoto’s global creative crowd to 
co-create a campaign visual to highlight the benefits 
of the latest iteration of their entertainment mobile 
device, which attaches to the back of the front seat via a 

its third generation – is an entertainment system that 
attaches to the backseat of a car and can be wirelessly 

connected to its audio system. The touchscreen device 

features wifi capabilities, and can be used by backseat 

passengers to access films, games, music, and email. 

special bracket. The private brief called for a clear visual 

and a catchy headline to attract parents and children 

alike. Using storytelling techniques, Audi wanted to draw 

attention to the features of the device and the integrity of 

the brand through emotional and pioneering content.

Participants 
The top 10% of jovoto’s 

creatives (approx. 7 500) were 
invited to submit ideas. 

“The automotive industry needs to identify and exploit the 
value-added streams of the future – that includes platforms.”  

– Prof. Rupert Stadler, Chairman of the Board of Management, Audi

SET-UP

Private Project 
The 5-week global crowdstorm 

was a private NDA project, 
visible only to invited creatives.

Prize Money 
A total of €8 000 was awarded,

including 2 client’s choice 
awards and 8 community prizes.



FIND OUT MORE AT jovoto.com

Entertainment & More 
by Wueberg (Germany)

Ich mach mir die Fahrt, wie sie mir gefällt.  
by Ann (Germany)

Contact Us
Jens Franke

Business Development

jfranke@jovoto.com

+ 49 (0)30  802 08 78 00

SMART DEVICE, SMART IDEAS
A team from Audi chose two winners from a pool of 

high-quality and imaginative ideas. “Entertainment 

& more” exhibited the product across a series of 
individual ads, each showing a different facet 

in a simple style accompanied by witty slogans. The 

second winner visually expressed the sentiment of 

individualized travel experiences, with aspirational 

images of various potential users and their virtual 

backseat companion. The two designs were combined 

to inspire a campaign that launched in spring 2016, 

helping Audi remain ahead of the curve in the 

competitive arena of in-car entertainment.

91 
entries & 398 

idea variations

95 
participants from 

28 countries

2.2k
votes & 1 104 

comments

17k 
idea

 views 

On jovoto.com Audi’s implementation

jovoto is a platform connecting global brands 
with 80 000 creative professionals.

RESULTS

WINNING IDEAS

Audi licensed 2 submissions, with the ideas inspiring the final design, launched in Spring 2016.

https://www.jovoto.com/projects/turn-audi-into-an-entertainment-palace/briefing
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